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Applied Technology Integration in Governmental Organizations: New EGovernment Research - Weerakkody, Vishanth 2010-11-30
"This book provides organizational and managerial directions to support
the greater use and management of electronic or digital government
technologies in organizations, while epitomizing the current egovernment research available"--Provided by publisher.
Talk of the Town - Fredrick Marcel Spletstoser 2005
As the sleepy courthouse town of Alexandria, Louisiana, began to recover
from the devastation and trauma of the Civil War and Reconstruction, the
Daily Town Talk appeared. Nicknamed Alexandria's postage stamp paper
by a rival publication, the Town Talk aimed to be the best daily outside of
New Orleans and became one of the most successful regional
newspapers of its kind. Fredrick M. Spletstoser tells the story of the
paper's first sixty years and of the town's triumphs and setbacks during
that same time. An unpretentious country journal, the Town Talk would
become in the second half of the twentieth century a pioneer in
newspaper technology under the leadership of Joe D. Smith, one of the
most respected names in American journalism. The Town Talk was
inextricably bound up with - and often directly behind - transformations
in Alexandria's urban landscape, the development of municipal services
and education, efforts to attract industry and cultivate trade, and the
stimulation of surrounding agribusiness. occurred across the turn of the
century, the large and enduring military presence in central Louisiana,
and the impact of Huey P. Long's political career. Along the way, he
narrates colorful stories culled from the Town Talk's pages and describes
the fascinating family members who published the paper during this
entire period. Talk of the Town illustrates the role provincial journalism
played in the planning and expansion of towns throughout the country as
it relates the engrossing history of one southern place and the people
who lived there.
Taft Foundation Reporter - 1988

learn a standard process that would lead to results that could be
compared across regions and countries. It is designed to help identify
system bottlenecks and the stakeholders to be involved, formulate
appropriate research questions, conduct the research and develop a plan
for implementing the study results. Who can use this toolkit? Health care
service providers Program staff Researchers Decision-makers Finance
and administration officers Media Learn how to: Identify barriers to
implementation and formulate the research question Make your case for
funding Set up a study design and appropriate methodologies Plan the
project (budget, personnel, timelines, monitoring and evaluation) Collect,
analyze and present research information Develop a dissemination plan
Monitor and evaluate your research projectOver 200 researchers,
academics, disease control program managers, policy-makers, health
administrators, communication scientists and journalists contributed to
test and evaluate the toolkit. Major funding was provided by USAID, with
additional support from the Implementation Research Platform at the
World Health Organization.
Management, a Continuing Literature Survey with Indexes - 1975
The Big Book of Library Grant Money - 2002
Profiles of ... private and corporate foundations and direct corporate
givers receptive to library grant proposals.
History of William Jewell College - William Jewell College 1893
Foundation Reporter - Taft Group, The 2004
Each edition of "Foundation Reporter gives you all the important contact,
financial and grants information on the top 1,000 private foundations in
the United States. In addition to providing biographical data on
foundation officers and directors, entries examine a foundation's giving
philosophy, financial summary, history of donors, geographic
preferences, application procedures and restrictions, and more. Includes
an updated appendix of more than 2,500 abridged private foundation
entries providing additional funding sources. Thirteen indexes facilitate
research.
Directory of Evaluation Consultants - Richard R. Johnson 1981

NASA SP-7500 - United States. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration 1978
The American Year Book - 1935
Library Service News - 1936

Building Community Support for Health Promotion Programs Evelan R. Holder 1985

National Directory of Corporate Giving - 2004

Spectra - 1997

Management - 1978

Athletic Training - 1982

Bulletin of Education - University of Kansas 1962

Bulletin of Education - University of Kansas. School of Education 1963

Funding Sources for Community and Economic Development 2002
- Jeremy T. Miner 2002
Citizen groups, government agencies, nonprofits, community foundations
and trusts, and individuals can access the most up to date information on
over 3,200 current opportunities--including capital construction projects,
health care programs, rural education and cultural outreach, service
delivery programs, and general operating support for existing
organizations--from 2,346 domestic and international funding sponsors.
National Guide to Funding in Higher Education - 1998

The Directory of Corporate and Foundation Givers, 1995 Katherine Jankowski 1995

The Directory of Corporate and Foundation Givers, 1994 Katherine Jankowski 1993-11

Research in Education - 1974

Directory of Research Grants 2004 - Lynn E. Miner 2003
More than 5,100 current programs from 1,880 sponsors, including U.S.
and foreign foundations, corporations, government agencies, and other
organizations.
Campus Activities Programming - 2007

National Guide to Foundation Funding in Higher Education - 1989
International Book of Honor - American Biographical Institute 1987
National Guide to Funding in Arts and Culture - 2002

Implementation Research Toolkit - World Health Organization 2014
Implementation research is conducted within routine systems and real
life settings, removed from the controlled settings associated with other
types of scientific research. This toolkit was designed to help people
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Resources in Education - 1992

Joseph Schuette 1973

The Big Book of Library Grant Money 2002-2003 - Taft Group (Detroit,
Mich.) 2001-10
With libraries under the gun to provide more and better services, and
with fewer resources in many cases, they need to come up with
innovative and reliable ways to fund new initiatives. Providing targeted
access to the most promising major givers, The Big Book of Library Grant
Money 2002-2003 is the largest directory available, pulled from an
authoritative and upto-the-minute database of library-specific funders.
This forward-looking edition includes more than 2,175 private and
corporate foundations and givers that have either indicated an interest in
giving money to libraries or have already done so. Organized by state,
potential donors in The Big Book are profiled with contact and portfolio
information, past contributions summary and analysis, and application
information. With historical data, you can track contributions and assets
and predict future giving patterns. Offering you the most hooks for
connecting with actual people, The Big Book also provides biographical
information on more than 34,000 foundation officers, directors, trustees,
and corporate officers. As an added feature, ALA's own development
office experts have included tips on winning grants for libraries. Tailo
Congressional Record - United States. Congress 1949
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and
debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when
Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in
1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates
and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional
Globe (1833-1873)
Case Study of a Continuing Education Program in a Leisure Skill - Fred

Caduceus - Kappa Sigma Fraternity 1945
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The Foundation 1000 - 2005
Resources in Education - 1992
Some Defects and Merits in the Education of Women in Missouri Lucinda de Leftwich Templin 1926
Corporate Giving Directory - 2007
Biodiversity in British Columbia - Canadian Wildlife Service 1994
This book consists of a collection of individual papers surveying the
existing knowledge of biodiversity in British Columbia. The first section
contains papers that consider the importance of an ecosystem-centred
approach to the conservation of biodiversity, explain the methods of
classifying the status of rare species, and review the role of
biosystematics and taxonomy in the study of biodiversity. The second
section focuses on the diversity of species in British Columbia, with
papers on specific species or groups such as lepidoptera, marine
invertebrates, lichens, bryophytes, fish, fungi, mammals, birds, reptiles,
and vascular plants. Part three summarises information on the diversity
of the province's ecosystems, with papers on such topics as forests,
grasslands, marine areas, urban areas, and atmospheric change. The
final section discusses ways of protecting biodiversity, concluding with a
summary of recommendations for biodiversity conservation.
Perspectives on Theological Education - Walter B. Shurden 1989
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